
Introduction

Pelvic anatomy is gaining more interest, also thanks to

the new imaging tools (ultrasounds, computed tomography,

magnetic resonance) and to a surgery, which attempts to

become more and more radical [1-6]. Here, the authors

draw attention to a small anatomical structure, placed just

above the pelvic floor, containing simple adipose tissue,

that they named “lower pelvic space” (LPS), whose im-

portance is determined by the strict connections with the

pelvic organs, particularly bladder, vagina, and rectum in

females, and by its possible involvement from correspon-

ding primary tumors [7-13]. The aim was to perform a de-

tailed anatomic study of this structure, which is not to be

considered as a negligible fat coating interposed between

the pelvic organs and the pelvic floor. Up to now, it has not

received adequate attention, most probably for its variable

thickness and curved layout.

Materials and Methods

In the authors’ anatomical research, for the small size of LPS

and for its prevalent adipose texture, they have preferred to use

fresh surgical specimens, instead of preserved and fixed cadav-

eric material, less suitable for histology [14]. In particular, to study

the posterior part of LPS the authors selected six fresh specimens

of extralevator abdomino-perineal rectal resections, performed

“en monobloc” with a total hysteroannessiectomy and posterior

colpectomy, for high-grade ovarian cystadenocarcinoma with

multiple invasive implants, in women aged between 60 and 70

years, without any previous abdominal or perineal surgery, radio-

therapy or systemic disease. At bench, complete sagittal sections,

with a sagittal full cut corresponding to the middle plane and two

parallel on each side, allowed to obtain histological macro-slides.

Similarly, to study the anterior part of LPS, the authors selected

with the same inclusion criteria, six specimens of total cystectomy

plus hysteroannessiectomy for high-grade infiltrating urothelial

carcinoma. Equivalent parallel sagittal sections through the full

thickness of the surgical specimens were performed. The histo-

logical slides, Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained, at first were

used for diagnostic purposes and disease staging, then they were

sequentially assembled and re-examined, obtaining three-dimen-

sional reconstructed images of the entire LPS.

Results 

LPS is located just above the perineal floor, wrapping

bladder, vagina and rectum, as a unique structure devoid of

proper septa inside; laterally, it finishes at Waldeyer’s

pelvic fascia. Anteriorly, it borders the two lateral walls of

the bladder, until the neighbor retro-pubic space (Figure 1).

In its middle part, LPS includes the pads between bladder

and vagina and between vagina and rectum, both in conti-

nuity with paracolpium (Figures 2 and 3). Inferiorly, it ex-

tends above the levator ani muscle following its curvilinear

layout. Posteriorly, it continues directly with the retroperi-

toneum, along the sacrum concavity, where it fills the space

located behind the mesorectal sheath and under the sacro-

rectal ligament. Here, it reaches its maximal extension: 1.5

cm in height and 1.5 cm in thickness (Figure 4). Superiorly,

the LPS extends above the two lateral rectal ligaments and,
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Summary

Objective: The aim of this study was to assess the anatomical space above the perineal floor, under the properitoneal pelvic tissues,

while attempting to capture its details and related surgical relevance in gynaecological oncology. Materials And Methods: The authors

used 12 fresh surgical specimens of female cancer patients submitted to an extralevator abdomino-perineal rectal resection, “en

monobloc” with a total hysterectomy and posterior colpectomy, or a total cystectomy plus hysterectomy. They obtained as many histo-

logical macro-slides, which have been investigated with anatomo-topographic intent. Results: The authors successfully identified a

small anatomical structure with a simple texture of adipose tissue, a scanty network of blood and without proper lymph nodes or nerv-

ous plexuses, wrapping the lower parts of the pelvic organs and directly continuing back and up with the retroperitoneum. Conclusion:

The lower pelvic space is a real anatomic structure, with a corresponding radiological imaging. It can be affected by primary tumors of

the pelvic organs, and its excision can be considered in radical pelvic surgery.
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in front of the rectum, above the Denonvilliers’ fascia until

the pelvic properitoneal areolar tissue and the parametrium.

LPS histology shows a simple adipose tissue texture, with

Figure 1. — CT axial scans of a female pelvis. A) The two parts

of the retro-pubic space (arrows) do not communicate with LPS.

B) The anterior part of LPS with two extensions along the lateral

bladder walls joins in a thin space between the bladder and the

lower vagina (arrow). C) The middle LPS with a thin plane of adi-

pose tissue between vagina and lower rectum (arrow). D) The pos-

terior LPS represents what the authors have appointed

“infra-mesorectum” (arrow).

Figure 2. — A histological macro-slide scan of the upper portion

of the anterior LPS demonstrating adipose tissue along the blad-

der wall and paracolpium (asterisks), which continues in the di-

rection of the vagina; the arrows indicate some nabothian cysts in

the cervix.

Figure 3. — A histological macro-slide scan of the upper portion

of the middle LPS demonstrating the same adipose texture (as-

terisks) far below the cave of Douglas towards the vagina; the ar-

rows indicate invasive implants from ovarian cystadeno-

carcinoma. On the top left, a magnified insert of the neoplastic

implants is reported (H&E, ×5).

Figure 4. — A histological macro-slide scan of the posterior LPS,

defined by the authors “infra-mesorectum”, located under the

mesorectum and above the levator ani muscle. On the left, a

higher magnification (H&E, ×5) of the anorectal junction is

observable, where the glandular intestinal epithelium continues

with the squamous epithelium of the anus. On the right, a magni-

fied detail (H&E, ×2.5) of the “infra-mesorectum” shows its typ-

ical fibro-adipose tissue and the presence of only small vessels.
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interposed thin fibrils: in adult age, they can assemble to-

gether in more compact bundles that go to interpose among

the different pelvic organs and between them and the pelvic

floor. The arterial and venous networks are scanty, as the

lymphatics, which drain into the pelvic and perineal sta-

tions. Only peripheral nervous branches, but no nervous

plexuses, are found in the adipose tissue of LPS.

Discussion

LPS has to be considered as a unique anatomo-functional

structure, with only conventional further subdivisions. In

this light, the authors consider appropriate the definition of

“infra-mesorectum” for its most posterior part [15], there-

fore indicating its topographic contiguity and structural

analogy with the “mesorectum” [16-18]. Similarly, the

paracolpium belongs as a part of LPS. The histological con-

stitution and the direct anatomical continuity suggest a

common embryonic origin of LPS with the retroperi-

toneum, before a progressive remodeling process guided

by the development of the pelvic organs [19, 20]. The thin

fibrils of its adipose tissue can organize in fine reticular

bundles under the action of varied equilibrium conditions,

often age-correlated. Different are to be considered the true

ligaments, such as the pelvic-vescical, the utero-sacral, the

lower-rectal, which develop together and directly connect

the pelvic organs to the pelvic wall, becoming incorporated

in LPS. On the contrary, the other complex district [21], the

simple lymphatic apparatus of LPS is equivalent to that of

retroperitoneum, characterized by the absence of proper

lymph nodes and with a lymph drainage towards the pelvic

and the perineal stations, placed along the most important

vessels, embryonically not correlated with LPS [22-26].

Similarly, the peripheral nervous branches connect with the

nervous pelvic plexuses placed along the pelvic wall. The

authors’ anatomic description of LPS is confirmed by the

corresponding cross-sectional images, which can some-

times demonstrate, as a relevant clinical datum, its possible

secondary involvement by pelvic tumors [27]. In surgery,

LPS partial resection can be considered together with the

excision of the corresponding pelvic organs, during total

cystectomy, colpo-hysterectomy, and proctectomy, also

when differently associated: in these cases, the conven-

tional division of LPS in posterior, middle, and anterior

parts fits well. The authors underline that its surgical dis-

section can be easily be performed without danger to im-

portant vessels or nerves and without excision of the

perineal floor, considering as a plane of dissection the

pelvic perineal fascia [28, 29].

Conclusion

The authors’ observations prove the presence of a partic-

ular structure in the lower pelvis just above the pelvic floor,

the LPS precisely, that has to be considered derived from

the retroperitoneum for its histological texture, embryol-

ogy, topographic location,  and anatomical continuity. Its

study completes the current knowledge about the oncolog-

ical surgery of the female pelvic space.     
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